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Thinning crops is a labor intensive activity. As a result, over the years, growers and researchers 
have sought a means of mechanizing this practice.  Efforts by Land Grant Universities and 
private companies to develop automated thinners for sugar beets extend back over 100 years. 
Early designs incorporated various swinging or spinning blades, but no plant detection 
technology was employed and thinning was therefore done on a rote spacing method that did not 
account for skips in the stand. In the early 1960’s, John Deere made a commercially available 
beet thinner that utilized a plant detection mechanism (moisture sensitive metal plate) which 
greatly improved the resulting stand because accounted for skips in the stand and accurately 
achieve the desired spacing. The development of computer processing of digital images of crop 
stands made it possible to make precise decisions on which plants to remove and achieve 
accurate spacing. Automated weeding machines developed in Europe that used this technology 
such as the Tillet (Garford Corp., England) were developed for weeding transplanted vegetables. 
They were evaluated for thinning lettuce, but did not perform well as a thinner partially due to 
the slowness of the mechanical kill mechanism (a spinning blade).  In 2011, the first thinners that 
had a spray kill mechanism were introduced. The spray mechanism had the advantage of low 
inertia and simplified mechanical design. In 2013-14 four companies had developed 
commercially available machines for thinning lettuce that use the spray kill mechanism: 
Agmechtronix: Silver City, NM. http://www.agmechtronix.com/; Blue River Technology: 
Sunnyvale, CA. http://bluerivert.com/; Foothill Packing: Salinas, CA. 
http://www.foothillpacking.com/; and Vision Robotics Corporation: San Diego, CA. 
http://www.visionrobotics.com/ . These machines remove unwanted lettuce plants and associated 
weeds in a four inch wide strip around the seedline and within 3/8 to ½ of an inch to either side 
of the keeper plants. Materials used to remove the unwanted lettuce plants include salt and acid 
based fertilizers such as AN20 and NpHuric, as well as herbicides.  In 2014 a 24c registration for 
carfentrazone was granted, specifically for thinning lettuce. A registration is being reviewed for a 
carboxylic acid herbicide for use in organic production.  If the plants are wet at the time of 
application the efficacy of fertilizers is reduced. Carfentrazone and the 9% v/v rate of carboxylic 
acid are effective under these conditions which is important because it allows the machine to 
operate effectively early in the morning when there is dew on the plants. Thinning by hand or 
automated thinner removes weeds in the seed-line however, weeds that are close to the keeper 
lettuce plants are not removed by the automated thinner if they are in the unsprayed zone. Hand 
thinning also leaves plants because it the worker may not notice a weed plant tucked up close to 
a keeper lettuce plant and the hoe also has limits regarding how close it can safely get to a lettuce 
plant without damaging it. In an evaluation conducted in 2014, hand thinning removed 72.6% of 
the weeds and the automated thinner 68.4% during the thinning operation.  The technology used 
to guide the automated thinner is a powerful new tool in vegetable crop production. It is expected 
that this technology can be further developed in the future to be used for other purposes such as 
for specifically removing weeds in vegetable crops production operations.  
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